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True partner blazes a trail in vol arbitrage
Hong Kong-based True Partner
Fund, an Asian equity volatility
arbitrage fund that has delivered
16.7% returns since its inception a
year back, is opening to external
investors with the intention of
scaling up assets to $200 million.
The fund, which started quietly
with $21 million in seed capital
and internal money last July (and
now at $33 million), is one of
the best-performing funds in the
Asian volatility space this year,
and is attracting significant investor interest due to its marketneutral, absolute return strategy.
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The fund primarily buys and sells give spectacular returns if you are
relatively undervalued and rela- right, it can be very painful if you
tively overvalued exchange traded are wrong, especially if you trade
equity and equity index options, us- volatility,” said Ralph van Put, CEO
ing a proprietary volatility trading of True Partner. “Although less
model and software developed in- exciting, volatility spreads have a
house over the years.
much better risk-return profile, and
It differentiates itself through our strategy reflects this – global
its market-making approach and volatility spreads with an overall
through the fact that it is one of the market-neutral bias.”
Risk management is strict and
very few volatility funds in Asia that
trades globally and all time zones real-time, added van Put. “Although
from Hong Kong, using a single
it may sound like a paradox,
we use volatility as an asset
trading book for all the markets
class to create stable returns.”
(US, Europe and Asia).
“As market makers, risk always
The core team comprises
Govert Heijboer, who is CIO
comes first for us. You learn to
and senior portfolio
think in terms of spreads
rather than in outright
manager; Roy van
Bakel, who takes on
directional bets. While
Ralph van Put
the role of CTO and
an outright bet may

risk officer; and Judy Chan, who is
the firm COO. CEO van Put, seen by
many as a pioneer in the global derivatives business, is also an adjunct
professor of finance at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong.
Asian markets, which tend to be
less mature and loosely connected
due to difference in currencies and
policies, offer excellent opportunities, said Heijboer. “Also, the pool of
products available to us is growing
in Asia. For example, the Nifty options have just started trading on
the Singapore exchange.”
Current capacity is $200 million,
but the firm believes that it can
manage up to $500+ million by expanding into other asset classes
such as fixed income, commodities
and currencies.

Taconic Capital establishes its presence in Hong Kong
New York-based Taconic Capital
Advisors, a multi-strategy eventdriven hedge fund manager which
runs about $7 billion in assets, has
established an office in Hong Kong
with Anthony Correa, the cofounder of defunct former Polygon
spin-out Black’s Link Capital, running the operation.
The firm has received its asset
management licence from the
city’s Securities and Futures
Commission, and has found a
home on the 18th floor of the
LHT Tower in Hong Kong’s Central business district.

Michael Schwarz, Taconic’s New
York-based head of merger arbitrage, is listed together with Correa as a responsible officer in the
Hong Kong office. Joining them
is ex-Credit Suisse prop trader
Jonathan Cheng, who previously
worked at Strategic Value Partners
and Sanston Financial Group.
Taconic, which was founded in
1999 in New York and also has an
office in London, is run by prominent American financier Frank
Brosens, who used to run risk arbitrage at Goldman Sachs, and
fellow ex-Goldman partner Ken-

neth Brody. The group runs several event-driven strategies including the Taconic Opportunity
Funds and the Taconic Event
Driven Funds.
Before Taconic, Correa cofounded hedge fund Black’s Link
in the first quarter of 2010 with
six other former executives from
Polygon Investment Partners, but
returned funds to investors just
over a year after launching its
event-driven fund. He joined Polygon in 2005 and has several years
of experience in running eventdriven strategies.
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